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Abstract: In this technology advanced world, new terminologies keep on emerging every day. In recent 

times, one such technology is Cloud Computing. The term is in highlight for last couple of years. Cloud 

computing refers to storing of huge amount of data on an artificial place known as cloud. Cloud is a 

metaphor to indicate this artificial place. Since companies today deal in with huge amount of data, cloud 

computing is emerging drastically. The paper discuss what cloud computing is, the advantages that 

company enjoys and derailment of business if the technology is not used properly. 
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Introduction 
Cloud Computing is an emerging technology. The much hyped terminology is now been discussed 

widely. However, what does this actually mean? Cloud computing refers to providing of services like 

databases, servers, storage etc. over the Internet. Cloud is a metaphor to describe web as a space where 

computing has been pre-installed and exist as a service; data, operating systems, 

Applications, storage and processing power exist on the web, ready to be shared. (Santosh Kumar and 

R. H. Goudar, International Journal of Future Computer and Communication, Vol. 1, No. 4, December 

2012). Therefore, the term ‘Cloud’ indicates that the information we are using is not on a specific place 

like a portable device or hard disk. Rather accessibility is achievable on a remote database. An electronic 

device can use the information present on a cloud anytime, anywhere with access to web tools.   

The term Cloud Computing has been defined in numerous ways. Conversely, the core concept remains 

the same – the infrastructure is with someone else’s ownership and the user has to pay the ‘rent’ for the 

duration they used the services. (Bisong & Rahman, 2011; Rashmi, Sahoo & Mehfuz, 2013; Qaisar & 

Khawaja, 2012). Cloud Computing provides technological capabilities, the infrastructure in not within 

the premises and is provided as a service over the Internet on- demand basis. (IOSR Journal of Computer 

Engineering (IOSR-JCE) ISSN: 2278-0661, ISBN: 2278-8727Volume 8, Issue 1 (Nov. - Dec. 2012), PP 

14-22). Cloud Computing is a generic term to define any activity that delivers hosted services over the 

Internet.  

 

The entire cloud computing structure is dependent on three blocks that are stacked one above the 

other.  

 

Infrastructure-as-a-service: The cloud-computing server maintains the infrastructure while you can 

use the services on a pay-per-use basis. It helps in avoiding the complexity of managing physical servers 

and datacenters. IaaS can be beneficial in quiet a number of ways. Website hosting becomes less 

expensive, planning and management of backup and recovery system becomes effective, enables high 

performance computing, capital expenses and on-going cost is reduced and big data analysis becomes 

easy. IaaS can also be known as Hardware as a service.  
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Platform-as-a-service: PaaS is a cloud-computing model that delivers hardware as well as software 

tools for developing applications. The cloud-computing server provides the hardware and software on 

its own infrastructure. The difference between SaaS and PaaS is that SaaS only hosts completed cloud 

applications whereas PaaS offers a development platform that hosts both completed and in-progress 

cloud applications. (International Journal of Future Computer and Communication, Vol. 1, No. 4, 

December 2012) 

 

Software-as-a-service: Software as a service eliminates the need of an organization to install and run 

the applications on the computers or data centers. The service provider hosts the applications on the 

cloud and the customers use it over the internet with the access to web tools.  The organization rents 

the useful app and the users connect to it over the internet. 

 

Deployment of cloud resources 

Cloud Deployment refers to selecting the type of cloud computing architecture. Accessing the cloud-

computing services depends on the characteristics of the business and the type of data you are working 

with. Deployment can be done in four ways: 

 

Public Cloud: In a Public Cloud, the infrastructure and services are delivered by a third party service 

provider and is accessible by all the users who wants to use or purchase them. This is the most 

economical way to access the cloud as the operating costs are divided amongst multiple users. The 

cloud service provider is responsible for the management and maintenance of the system. However, the 

data for every organization remains isolated from the others. Some examples of Public cloud includes 

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud, Sun Cloud, and IBM’s Blue Cloud etc. 

 

Private Cloud: A private cloud is cloud computing architecture dedicated to the use of single 

organization. The cloud is in accordance to the needs and wants of the organization. Creation and 

maintenance of the infrastructure is done by an individual enterprise. Private clouds come into picture 

only when public clous is unable to fulfill the requirement.  

 

Hybrid Cloud: Hybrid cloud is an integration of public cloud and private cloud. The public cloud is 

deployed for all the non-sensitive operations wherein the private cloud is deployed for the sensitive 

data.   

 

Literature Review 
 

Benefits of Cloud Computing 

 

Cloud Computing helps in cost saving for an organization (K.Kavitha, 2014, Srinivas R Kondapalli).  

Companies now a days suffer from economic uncertainty. The cost of developing and maintaining the 

IT infrastructure will be an add-on in this case. The cloud-computing model eliminates the cost of 

delivering, acquiring, and maintaining computing power. The computing server provides the storage 

and the information is easily accessible to the employees anywhere and anytime and makes decision-

making process facilitating joint decision-making process and collaboration to the individual decision 

makers.  
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Cloud computing also benefits the organization in terms of tranquility of implementation. There are 

various technological advancements available worldwide. However, it is very typical to install and 

implement them. Cloud computing has a competitive edge over all these innovations as it can easily be 

implemented by any kind of business (Srinivas R Kondapalli). Cloud computing allows business to 

continually use the same applications and processes without coming face to face with backend 

technicalities which in return causes inconvenience to the staff. Furthermore, the deployment of cloud 

computing service is very easy. It enables the functionality in few minutes (Anca Apostu1, Florina 

Puican2, Geanina Ularu3, George Suciu4, Gyorgy Todoran). The time taken however will also depend 

on the technology being used by the business.  

 

Cloud- Computing improves Business Efficiency, Effectiveness and Transformation. As per Sune 

Dueholm Müller, Business IT maturity model has 3 levels. These are Business Efficiency, Business 

Effectiveness and Business Transformation. This model enables asset efficiency, revenue growth and 

sustainable competitive advantage.  

 

Cloud Computing service initiates the ease of maintain backup and recovery. Data is stored on the 

cloud and not on a physical device. The cloud helps in storing huge amount of data and facilitates data 

recovery. The data from a physical device prone to more risk of being corrupt. In addition, the process 

of retrieving the data becomes much easier from the cloud.  (Anca Apostu1, Florina Puican2, Geanina 

Ularu3, George Suciu4, Gyorgy Todoran).  

 

The cloud computing provides hassle free service as the service is very flexible. The only requirement 

(Colin Ting Si Xue1, Felicia Tiong Wee Xin) to access the information in the cloud is to register on the 

portal. Employees can access the information even on a business trip and thus work is completed 

efficiently. In addition, the resources of the organization can be adjusted according to the business 

needs. Cloud computing enables scalability of resources. It helps to resolve the problems and achieve 

customer satisfaction. Analysis of huge amount of data becomes easier with cloud computing.  

 

Dr. Uday Salunkhe has emphasized on the dismissal of expensive softwares and hardwares being used 

by the companies. Working on a cloud refers to no in-built infrastructure. The development of 

hardwares and softwares by the companies is eliminated. The SaaS model helps in providing softwares 

either free or at very low subscription cost. 

 

In this competitive environment, it has become necessary for the organization to respond to the 

changing needs of the customers. Cloud computing helps in achieving this in a more effective manner 

(Ta-Tao, C., Kazuo, N. & Thoma). Due to the intensive use of internet, organizations deliver the 

services in shortest time. Thus, helping as a competitive tool for development. Therefore, cloud 

computing server provides agility to procure the customer needs.  

 

Rapid Elasticity is also a benefit enjoyed by small-scale companies primarily. (Jayprakash Ramsaran, 

2014). Users can start with small number of resources and increase the computing services as and when 

required. The need to spend all-embracing time on accurate forecasting of the future resources is 

avoided.  Also, the time saved in developing the resources by the users can be used in realizing the 

business value of their ideas.  

 

Growth of cloud-computing services enables Big Data computing. The emerging computing models 

generate large volume of data known as Big Data. It is very important to process the data before it 
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gets stored at a place. A decentralized cloud infrastructure unveils greater opportunities to process the 

data before it is stored at a particular place.(B. Varghese, R. Buyya, 2017) 

 

 

Disadvantages 
Cloud computing services are proving to be an asset to the organizations. However, poor management 

of these features can derail the business environment. Following are some of the disadvantages that can 

be faced by the companies if the services are not deployed in a proper manner.  

 

The primary issue with cloud computing is security and privacy. (K. Kavitha, Colin Ting Si Xue1, 

Felicia Tiong Wee Xin, Anca Apostu1, Florina Puican2, Geanina Ularu3, George Suciu4, Gyorgy 

Todoran, Dr. Uday Salunkhe, Shashi, C., Iti, R. & Nitasha, H.). The risk increases majorly in a public 

cloud where a third party also has access to the same services. Companies deploy all the data 

(confidential or non-confidential) on the cloud. In this case, the sensitive information is surrendered to 

the cloud provider. This makes it easier for any intruder to access the information that is present on the 

cloud. The location of storage is unknown in the cloud environment (Teneyuca, 2011). Thus, the 

companies can face a security threat issue. 

 

The cloud is prone to a malware attack (Colin Ting Si Xue1, Felicia Tiong Wee Xin). Hackers are 

more vulnerable to the website or web applications and can make changes to it effecting the normal 

execution. The malware can be injected in the web services through virtual machines. This enables the 

hackers to indulge in data theft and eavesdropping. These malicious techniques modify company’s 

database, retrieve information and even control the web services. Another issue is employees 

accidentally  exposing data on the internet. Hackers analyze the critical information uploaded by the 

employees.  

 

Long term Viability is also an issue to be addressed for cloud computing. It should be made sure that 

the data put on cloud will never become invalid. Even if a third party acquires the cloud service provider, 

the data should be valid for the users. 

 

The user at any point of time can face downtime of cloud. The smaller business should make sure that 

the internet connection is more reliable. This helps in reducing the possible downtime error.  

 

Many organizations also face a Trust issue with the service cloud provider. (Ryan, P. and Falvey, S. 

(2012)). To establish a successful cloud-computing environment it is necessary to build trust. Cloud 

based services are prone to many attacks like phishing, sniffing, eavesdropping etc. One of the major 

attack on cloud service provider is DDoS (Distributed Denial of Services) attack. (Dou, Chen & Chen, 

2013, Monjur Ahmed and Mohammad Ashraf Hossain, 2014 Vidhya, V., 2014, Wang, B., Zheng, Y., 

Lou, W. J. & Hou, T., 2014). DDos is a cyber-attack, launched by a large cluster of connected devices 

widely known as botnets .The multiple connected devices are distributed across the internet.  These 

assaults may last for days, weeks or even months making it very destructive for any online organization.  

 

Many applications and services cannot be moved to the cloud. Thus, service sustainability can be 

challenging for the enterprise. Applications that require extensive integration with other internal 

resources of the organization will not be preferable option to move to cloud.  
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Results and Discussions 
 

Various scholars have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of using it as an integral part of 

their business. Some of the results of their research are discussed below. 

 

1. Cloud Computing initiatives could affect the enterprises within two to three years as it has the 

potential to significantly change IT. (Santosh Kumar) 

2. Cloud computing has the potential to become a frontrunner in promoting a secure,virtual and 

economically viable IT solution in the future. (Mohsin Nazir) 

3. The evolution of cloud computing might significantly affect the collection and retention of digital 

evidence (Mason & George, 2011).  

4. Cloud computing to be an opportunity for small businesses to balance the efforts implied by IT 

management. (Anca Apostu) 

5. Security threats embedded in cloud computing approach are directly proportional to its offered 

advantages. (Monjur Ahmed) 

6. AES encryption is the fastest method that has the flexibility and scalability and it is easily 

implemented. On the other hand, the required memory for AES algorithm is less than the Blowfish 

algorithm. (Vishal R Pancholi) 

7. The adoption of cloud computing in developing countries like Nigeria has numerous benefits which 

includes use of shared resources which has helped in lowering cost for most organisations using the 

cloud technology, provision of on-demand self-service, accessing numerous valuable applications 

from the cloud service provider, it is highly efficient, reliable and more secured. (Kuliya Muhammed).  

8. Multi-tenancy and isolation is a major dimension in the cloud security problem that requires a vertical 

solution from the SaaS layer down to physical infrastructure. (Mohammad Al Morsy 
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